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Summary
Wide range of applications in Machine Learning and Data Mining (MLDM) area have
increasing demand on utilizing distributed environments to solve certain problems. It
naturally results in the urgent requirements on how to ensure the reliability of large-scale
graph processing systems. In such scenarios, machine failures are no longer uncommon
incidents. Traditional rollback recovery in distributed systems has been studied in vari-
ous forms by a wide range of researchers and engineers. There are plenty of algorithms
invented in the research community, but not many of them are actually applied in real
systems.
In this thesis, we first identify the three common features that emerging graph pro-
cessing systems share: Markov property, State Dependency property, and Isolation prop-
erty. Based on these observations, we propose and evaluate two new rollback recovery
algorithms specially designed for large-scale graph processing systems, called State-
Only Recovery and Shadow-Based Recovery, which aim at reducing the recovery time
without introducing too much overhead. The basic idea is to store information as useful
as possible and as concise as possible. In brief, the system needs only store the vertex
states of previous execution step without worrying about the outgoing messages. In this
way, it is able to reduce the performance overhead under normal execution to a large
extent, and make the system’s recovery process in case of failures as fast as possible as
v
well. Most importantly, it won’t affect the correctness of the final result as well. Be-
sides the location where recovery info is located, in essential, State-Only Recovery can
guarantee the recovery of any number of failure nodes in the system, but brings more
overhead in normal execution. Shadow-Based Recovery brings very little overhead in
normal execution, but cannot guarantee the recovery of system failure.
We implemented our two algorithms in GraphLab 2.1 and evaluated their perfor-
mance in a simulated environment. Limited by the experimental facility, we do not have
real scenarios where some machines in the cluster actually fail because of external fac-
tors like outage etc. We conducted extensive experiments to measure the overhead our
approaches induced, including backup overhead (for both approaches), log overhead (for
State-Only Recovery approach), and network overhead (for Shadow-Based Recovery ap-
proach). Compared to previous work, our new algorithms can achieve efficient failure
recovery time while offering good scalability. Our experimental evaluation shows that
Shadow-Based Recovery performs well in terms of both overhead and recovery time.
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Research work on failure recovery in transaction management systems has been widely
studied for decades. Before we move on to our new proposal, we need to be more aware
of the current situation of recovery techniques. In this chapter, we will first formally
construct a cluster failure model to show the undoubted importance of efficient failure
recovery in context of large-scale graph processing systems where machine failures are
not exceptions and rollback propagations have higher chance to happen. Secondly, we
will provide some insights into the reasons why some of the contemporary systems fail to
provide good recovery protocols. Thirdly, we identify several important characteristics
of the context our proposed algorithms adapt to. Finally, we address the contribution and
give an outline of the remaining part of this thesis.
1.1 Introduction
With the rise of big data era, traditional approaches are no longer competent for various
data-intensive applications. Single machine, no matter how powerful it is, cannot meet
the increasing growth of massive dataset. The importance of scalability in system design
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has been obtained more and more attention, especially in MLDM (Machine Learning and
Data Mining) area, where huge amount of practical demands come from. For example,
the topic modelling tasks are targeted at clustering large amount of documents which
can not be held or processed by a single machine and extracting topical representations.
Their resulting topical representation can also be used as a feature space in information
retrieval tasks and to group topically related words and documents. To help simplify the
design and implementation of large-scale iterative algorithm processing systems, cloud
computing model has become the first choice of both researchers and engineers. In
essential, this paradigm suggests the use of a large number of low-end computers instead
of a much smaller number of high-end servers.
Nevertheless, the inherent complexities of distributed systems give rise to many non-
trivial challenges which does not exist in single machine based solutions. Nowadays,
existing approaches pay more attention on the computational functionality in large-scale
iterative processing system design, whereas the reliability hasn’t been received enough
emphasis on. MapReduce [13] and its open-source version Hadoop [7], popular enough
to be entitled as the first generation of large-scale computing system, has been widely
noted to be inefficient to perform iterative algorithms. In spite of this, it provides strong
fault tolerance in such mechanism that partial results are stored into the DFS (Distributed
File System) during the execution of a job and when either mapper or reducer fails, the
system just restarts a new worker instance and loads the partial results from DFS to
replace the failed worker.
By contrast, systems specifically designed for iterative processing, like Pregel [25],
GraphLab [24, 23], and PowerGraph [17], have more advantages in ensuring reliability.
In such systems, the time taken to accomplish one computation task can be arbitrarily
longer than MapReduce system where only two steps (i.e., mapper and reducer) are
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involved, therefore, the probability of failure occurrences can also be much higher. A
similar strategy for these systems to accomplish fault tolerance is to perform a checkpoint
in each step. In this way, however, it induces too much cost. On the other end of the
spectrum, if no checkpoints have been taken during the execution of a job, the system
achieves performance with high probability that a rollback process of the whole system
needs to start from the initial state of the computation in case of failures. In order to
balance the system performance and recovery efficiency, optimal checkpoint interval is
taken into consideration. Intensive studies on optimal checkpoint frequency have been
conducted [16, 35, 10].
1.2 Problem Definition
In large-scale graph processing systems, failures cannot be considered as exceptions.
With more and more complicated tasks and the generation of vast amount of data, more
machines are involved in a task and longer processing time is taken to complete the task.
Therefore, it is crucial important to construct a failure model and propose effective and
efficient recovery algorithms based on the failure model.
Note that the the failure we are discussing in this thesis is software failure on a
machine, for example, program crash or a power cut on the running computer, and we
are not going to handle hardware failure. This means that when a failure occurs, all the
information stored in the volatile storage like RAM will be lost, while the information
stored in persistent storage like disks or DFS will still remain there.
Generally, suppose that machine mk has a probability of pf (k) to fail in each execu-
tion step, then the probability of mk being in healthy state can be denoted as ph(k) =
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Figure 1.1: Cluster Failure Probability
Theorem 1.2.1 (Cluster Failure) Suppose that machine failure events in cluster ci are
mutually independent and follow Uniform Distribution, then ci has a probability of Pf (i)
to fail in each execution step,
Pf (i) = 1−
N∏
k=1
(1− pf (k)) (1.1)
where N is the number of machines in cluster ci, and pf (k) is the failure probability of
machinemk in each execution step.
Since the machine failure event occurs independently for different machines in the
cluster, according to the multiplication rule for mutually independent events in proba-
bility theory, the probability of all the machines in the cluster being in healthy state is∏N
k=1 ph(k) =
∏N
k=1(1−pf (k)). Therefore, the probability of the collectively exhaustive
event [11], i.e., cluster failure, is 1−∏Nk=1(1− pf (k)).
Generally, machine failure rate pf (k) is a parameter of the machine, and machine
configurations in a cluster are usually the same. Therefore, pf (k) can be seen as a
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constant function: pf (k) = ρ, where ρ ∈ (0, 1), and the probability of cluster fail-
ure can be represented as a function of the total number of machines N in the cluster:
Pf (i) = 1 − (1 − ρ)N , where ρ ∈ (0, 1). Figure 1.1 clearly illustrates the situation. We
can see that with the increase of the number of machines in the cluster, the probability of
cluster failure becomes more and more close to 1. This suggests that when a distributed
system scales out to be very large, it may not be able to complete even one execution
step.
However, it doesn’t mean that any recovery effort is meaningless if we change the
distribution of machine failure events from Uniform Distribution to Poisson Distribution
which better describes the actual situation in real life. Under such assumptions, the
mean time between two machine failures Tf is 1/λ, where λ is the failure rate, and its
corresponding density function is ρ(ti) = λe−λti , where ti is the time interval between
two machine failures. Thus, cluster failure is refined as follows.
Theorem 1.2.2 (Refined Cluster Failure) Suppose that machine failure events in clus-
ter ci are mutually independent and follow Poisson Distribution, then ci has a probability
of P
′
f (ci, tj) to fail in each execution step,
P
′




where N is the number of machines in cluster ci, λk is the failure rate of machine mk,
and tj ∈ (t, t+ ∆t).
According to Equation 1.2, we can see that the time interval between failures varies
and it’s meaningless to only consider about MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures),
which is the simplest case under uniform distribution. We know that once a failure
occurs, the failed machine mf will need to rollback and recover to its previous state
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before the failure. However, things become complicated because of the occurrence of
rollback propagation. During the recovery process of mf , some other healthy machines
will be forced to help recover the state of mf , since it’s normal that these machines com-
municate with one another during the failure-free execution. Therefore, the longer time
the recovery process takes, the higher chance of chained failures occuring. Worse still,
the whole cluster will need to be recovered to its initial state, which is well-known as
domino effect [27].
To avoid the above scenario, we recognize our Recovery Objectives to be:
1. After the recovery process, the system state should be the same as that before any
failure occurs. [Correctness Objective]
2. The recovery time should be as short as possible to reduce the probability of
chained failures. [Efficiency Objective]
1.3 Our Contributions
Traditional rollback recovery mechanisms in distributed systems have been studied in
various forms by a wide range of researchers and engineers. Actually there are plenty of
algorithms invented in the research community, but not many of them are truly applied
to real systems. These approaches can be roughly characterized into two broad cate-
gories: checkpointing based recovery protocols and logging based recovery protocols.
With advanced development of new hardware technologies, most postulates of previ-
ous rollback recovery protocols may not hold any more. Not many discussions have
been conducted over recovery strategies in contemporary large-scale graph processing
systems. The few work that have been done fail to propose good design according to
the characteristics of these systems. In particular, we have identified several important
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characteristics. First, graph-processing systems are specially designed for iterative algo-
rithms, like MLDM applications, and most of which have Markov property. Second, the
messages sent in each step have close relationship with the vertex states, therefore, it’s
natural to represent these messages as a function of vertex states. Third, these systems
have few interactions with the outside world (except the input and output), that is, there
are few non-deterministic events from the outside world.
In this thesis, we propose and evaluate two new rollback recovery algorithms spe-
cially designed for large-scale graph processing systems, called State-Only Recovery and
Shadow-Based Recovery, which aim at reducing the recovery time without introducing
too much overhead. As an improved version, these two algorithms use incremental status
recording to further reduce overhead. We integrate these algorithms into the synchronous
engine of PowerGraph and evaluate them using several state-of-the-art MLDM applica-
tions. Our experiments show that both algorithms significantly reduce the recovery time
when any failure occurs, and that Shadow-Based Recovery mechanism incurs consider-
ably lower overhead during the failure-free execution of the systems. To summarize, we
make the following contributions:
1. We first present an overview of our research problem and look into the background
to show our major motivation of this research work. Then we analyze the limita-
tion of previous recovery strategies in the context of large-scale graph processing
systems, and present our algorithms design consideration for efficient recovery in
context of large-scale graph processing systems.
2. We explore the characteristics of large-scale graph processing systems, and con-
struct a failure recovery model accordingly. Based on these, we propose two new
recovery algorithms, namely State-Only Recovery Mechanism and Shadow-Based
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Recovery Mechanism, which are designed to accommodate the features of graph
processing systems.
3. We implement our two proposed recovery algorithms based on the open source
graph processing system GraphLab 2.1.4434 1 in a simulated environment. We
perform a thorough evaluation of our proposed algorithms. Results show that
Shadow-Based recovery approach incurs lower overhead and provides very effi-
cient recovery.
1.4 Outline of The Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 reviews the existing related work. In this chapter, we did a comprehen-
sive literature review about rollback recovery strategies in large-scale distributed
systems. We classify these plentiful work into several categories and provide deep
analysis into each of these categories.
• Chapter 3 presents our proposed recovery algorithms. In this chapter, we provide
our major design considerations in order to overcome the above mentioned chal-
lenges. We talked about our design principles according to the characteristics of
distributed graph processing systems that we have recognized in Chapter 1. More-
over, we also present several variants of our basic algorithms to further reduce the
possible overhead.
• Chapter 4 presents the experimental evaluation. In this chapter, we did various
experiments by varying graph size, cluster size, applied applications, and datasets
1http://graphlab.org//
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in our simulation environment and showed that our work performs well in terms
of both overhead and recovering speed.
• Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and provides a future research direction. In this
chapter, we first conclude our work on recovery techniques in context of distribut-
ed graph processing systems, and then presents some of our reflections on this
work, mainly in terms of the practical implementation details for both proposed
algorithms, so that we can further get rid of the performance overhead caused by d-
ifferent programming variants. Further work can be done over recovery techniques
of distributed systems, especially for asynchronous distributed systems which have
many complicated aspects to be considered.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
Before we move on to our new proposal, we need to be more aware of the current sit-
uation of recovery techniques. In this chapter, we first provide the background to show
our insights into the reasons why most of the contemporary systems fail to provide good
practical recovery protocols. Secondly, we conduct a relatively detailed literature review
which is also the foundation of our own research work. We would like to borrow excel-
lent ideas from these classic papers, so that we can develop our own work in the next
chapter based on these cornerstones.
2.1 Background
Graph model is ubiquitous and has immersed into almost all areas, like chemistry, physic-
s, and sociology. As a fundamental structure, graph can be used to model many types
of relationships, communication networks, computation flows, etc. In computer science,
we can see that most of the graph algorithms share a similar workflow, namely first iter-
ating over nodes and edges and then performing computation when necessary. With the
fast expansion of graph size and more and more complicated processing tasks, ensuring
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reliability of large-scale systems has faced with more challenges than before. There has
been numerous research studies [14] conducted over rollback recovery in general dis-
tributed systems. Nevertheless, not many of them are actually adopted in real systems.
Most of the contemporary graph processing systems only implement the simplest check-
pointing protocol (and most of them don’t implement recovery protocol). Some of the
possible reasons may lie in:
• Only applications that require long execution time can benefit from good rollback
recovery protocols, such as systems that are designed for research purpose.
• Hardware technologies have evolved in response to requirements from different
fields, but most of the theoretical work on rollback recovery was conducted several
decades ago with the premise of hardware technologies at that time.
• Handling recovery involves implanting a process in a possibly different environ-
ment, and environment-specific variables are the main source of the complexities
of implementing recovery protocols.
The first issue matches our target systems, and further confirms the importance of
implementing fast recovery in scientific graph-processing systems. To address the sec-
ond issue, we will list relevant development in hardware technologies which are also the
basis of our proposed algorithms. The third challenge indicates that we should design
such an approach that less environment-specific variables are involved in the process of
rollback recovery.
2.1.1 Contemporary Technologies
With the rapid development of computer technologies, the speed-up ratio of processor
and network bandwidth has surpassed the speed-up ratio of stable storage access to a
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large degree. Such new development trend makes it necessary for us to re-examine the
existing rollback recovery protocols and design new protocols that can better utilize the
current hardware technologies.
Specifically, since the dramatically increased network speed, overhead of message
passing among machines has become much lower than that of stable storage access.
Therefore, the more effective recovery protocols that can fit in with the contemporary
technologies are those that require less access to stable storage.
We should also realize that writing in DFS (Distributed File System) is essentially
multiple writes on stable storage, where the number of writes depends on the number of
replicas specified in the DFS configuration file.
2.1.2 Characteristics of Graph-Based Applications
To design an effective and efficient rollback recovery mechanism for graph processing
systems, characteristics of graph-based applications should be fully explored.
Feature 1 (Markov Property) The current state of the system is only dependent on the
most recent previous system state, and has nothing to do with all the other previous
system states, i.e.,
P (Sn = sn|Sn−1 = sn−1, ... , S0 = s0) =
= P (Sn = sn|Sn−1 = sn−1)
(2.1)
where the capital Si represents the ith system state and the lowercase si represents the
exact value of the ith system state.
Most applications based on graph model share Markov property, such as PageRank
calculation, Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) calculation, etc.
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Secondly, we know that large amount of messages are exchanged among neighbour
vertices. In a vertex-centric perspective, a vertex will possibly update its state accord-
ing to all the incoming messages from its incoming neighbour vertices, and inform its
outgoing neighbour vertices of its new state by sending messages as well. Each vertex
usually generates the same messages to all its outgoing neighbour vertices, which is un-
doubtedly one source of avoidable overhead. For outgoing neighbour vertices that reside
in different machines, much communication overhead is induced as well.
After exploring more about the system execution, we found the second common
property that most graph-based applications share.
Feature 2 (State Dependency Property) The exchanged messages only depend on the
states of their corresponding vertex senders, i.e.,
mi,j = f(statei,j−1) (2.2)
where mi,j is the incoming message received by some vertex i in current step j,
statei,j−1 is the state of vertex i who sentmi,j in step j−1, and f is a transform function
(from vertex state to its outgoing message) depending on certain applications.
Finally, the following feature better facilitates us to propose an approach to tackle
the third challenge mentioned in Section 2.1.
Feature 3 (Isolation Property) Different from the general distributed systems, graph-
processing systems normally have fewer interactions with the outside world.
Since graph processing systems can only interact with the OWPs (Outside World Pro-
cesses) outside world through input and output, the number of non-deterministic events
or messages from OWPs is largely reduced, and less environment-specific variables are
involved when a failed process is implanted to a different machine during recovery.
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A Running Example
We will take one of the famous algorithms, namely PageRank algorithm 1, as a run-
ning example to better illustrate how the above mentioned three features are represented.
PageRank is an algorithm designed by Google to measure the importance of website
pages. Here is the basic formula used to calculate pagerank:
Ri,k = 0.15 + Σj∈Nbrs(i)wjiRj,k−1 (2.3)
where Ri,k denotes the pagerank of webpage i in step k (here we suppose all the compu-
tations are in a synchronous manner), and Nbrs(i) represents all the neighbour vertices
of vertex i.
To implement this algorithm upon our system, each vertex will contain the pagerank
of one webpage, and the pageranks from all the vertices will constitute the system state.
To handle a relatively huge graph (containing vertices and edges), it will usually be
divided into several partitions. Each machine will hold one or more partition(s), and
also the static relationships (i.e., edges) among vertices. Since our engine is running in a
synchronous manner, all the computations will be conducted step by step. In each step,
each vertex will calculate the same algorithm, i.e., pagerank calculation, and send out
messages to its neighbour vertices.
Equation 2.3 tells that the current pagerank of a webpage only depends on the most
recent previous states (i.e., all the pageranks of its neighbourhood in the previous step),
and has nothing to do with all the other previous states, which is also known as Markov
property. Secondly, we notice that the messages sent by each vertex is simply the new
value of pagerank, i.e., a linear function of the state, which also verifies the above sec-
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/pagerank
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ond feature: State Dependency Property. Finally, to verify the Isolation Property, s-
ince graph-based algorithms are usually computation-intensive, seldom interactions ex-
ist with the outside world and therefore seldom non-deterministic events happens, which
indicates the reduced complexity of message logging.
2.1.3 Graph Model
The graph model we used in this thesis is designed by PowerGraph [17]. PowerGraph
is a large scale graph processing platform on natural graphs. It is actually an advanced
version of GraphLab [24]. The design purpose is to provide a robust platform to process
power-law graph.
Briefly, the computation model is vertex-centric where the specified vertex program
will be running on each vertex. Vertex is implemented as a template class in which you
can define any type of member variable, which is also called data in this thesis. Each
vertex program, which is implemented as a template class in which you can define any
kind of operations over the data, has a common pattern: gather, apply and scatter. In
gather phase, data will be collected from their neighbour vertices, if these vertices sent
out any messages in the previous step. In apply phase, the vertex program will perform
operations/computations over the collected data. In scatter phase, the vertex will send
the calculated result to related vertices (some of their neighbours).
2.1.4 Existing Approaches
In this section, we will outline the existing failure recovery approaches from the perspec-
tive of both the theory community and the engineering community.
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Theory Perspective
Based on the detailed survey reported by Elnozahy et. al. [14], failure recovery tech-
niques in general transaction systems can be roughly classified into two categories:
checkpoint-based rollback recovery and log-based rollback recovery. According to the d-
ifferent degree of coordination among processes, checkpointing protocols can be further
divided into three subcategories, i.e., coordinated or synchronous checkpointing, unco-
ordinated or asynchronous checkpointing, and communication-induced checkpointing.
All these protocols are proved to be much easier than log-based recovery protocols in
terms of implementation.
On the other hand, log-based rollback recovery is theoretically proved to have better
performance than checkpoint-based recovery. According to the different degree of over-
head during the system’s failure-free execution, logging protocols can be further divided
into three subcategories as well, i.e., pessimistic logging, optimistic logging, and causal
logging.
As we have mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the premises of these classical theoretical
recovery protocols no longer hold. Therefore, both the correctness and practicality need
to be further re-verified. Detailed discussions will be presented in Section 2.2.
Engineering Perspective
As our target is on reliability of large-scale graph processing systems, we first have a
brief look at the recovery strategies of contemporary systems. As shown in Table 2.1
and 2.2, it is obvious that these approaches have the following problems:
1. A waste of computational resources: in most of these approaches (except the con-
fined recovery approach in Pregel), all the machines are involved to recompute
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their old system states, only small proportion of which is used to recover the state
of the failed machine.
2. Long recovery time: for each of the existing approaches, the average recovery time
is half of the system’s checkpoint interval. Therefore, the recovery time is highly
varied and totally dependent on the checkpoint interval. That is to say, if longer
interval is set between two consecutive checkpoints, it will take longer time during
recovery process.
In Table 2.1, the first column: have ckpt means whether each of the discussed engines
provides any checkpoint function, the second column: have log means whether these
engines provide any logging function. If the scheme has checkpointing function, what
the checkpointing frequency is (the third column: ckpt freq), and what is stored during
checkpointing (the last column: ckpt content). If the scheme has logging function, in
Table 2.2, column: log freq, column: log content and column: log position mean what
the logging frequency is, what is stored during logging and what kind of storage medium
the logs will be located on, respectively.
2.2 Literature Review
Extensive studies have been conducted over failure recovery in distributed systems from
the perspective of theory researchers. According to whether the nondeterministic events
are logged or not, recovery techniques can be broadly classified into two categories,
checkpoint-based rollback recovery and log-based rollback recovery. Nondeterministic
events can be receiving messages, receiving input from the outside world, or transferring
to a new internal state because of some unpredictable interrupts.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of Rollback Mechanism
have ckpt have log ckpt freq ckpt content
Pregel Yes No x steps input msgs,
vertex states
Pregel(confined recovery,
Yes Yes x steps
input msgs,
under development) vertex states
PowerGraph-sync-engine Yes No x steps vertex states
PowerGraph-async-engine No No - -
State-Only Recovery No Yes - -
Shadow-Based Recovery No Yes - -
Table 2.2: Comparison of Rollback Mechanism (cont.)
log freq log content log position
Pregel - - -
Pregel(confined recovery,
each step output msgs persistent storageunder development)
PowerGraph-sync-engine - - -
PowerGraph-async-engine - - -
State-Only Recovery each step vertex states persistent storage
Shadow-Based Recovery each step vertex states volatile storage
Table 2.3: Comparison of Rollback Mechanism (cont.)
number of machines recovery timeperforming recomputation
Pregel all O(x)
Pregel(confined recovery,
only failed machines O(x)under development)
PowerGraph-sync-engine all O(x)
PowerGraph-async-engine all O(x)
State-Only Recovery only failed machines Θ(1)
Shadow-Based Recovery only failed machines Θ(1)
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Because of the wide range of areas that failure recovery involves, it is not possible
for us to cover all aspects of this topic. We will pay more attention on the fundamental
algorithms themselves rather than their applications (under certain circumstances) in this
thesis.
2.2.1 Checkpoint-Based Rollback Recovery
According to whether the checkpoints are taken individually by each process or in a co-
ordinated manner, we can classify this cluster of approaches into three sub-categories:
at one end of the spectrum are uncoordinated checkpointing schemes where each ma-
chine can independently decide when to take checkpoints at their ease, while at the other
end of the spectrum are coordinated checkpointing schemes where all the machines need
to coordinate to determine a global consistent checkpoint. Between these two ends are
communication-induced checkpointing schemes in which machines are forced to take
checkpoints by the information piggybacked on the application messages received from
other machines.
Uncoordinated Checkpointing
This kind of schemes allows each process to take their local checkpoints when they think
most appropriate. The major advantage of this scheme is that each process can determine
the best checkpointing moment so that highest system performance can be achieved and
system resources can be fully utilized. Such flexibility also brings in three drawbacks.
The first severe issue is the possibility of domino effect. The second drawback is the
space overhead required to maintain multiple checkpoints for each process. In terms
of the first issue, two kinds of approaches are proposed. One is to utilize some coordi-
nated information to help determine the checkpointing moment, which will be further
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discussed. The other is to exploit piecewise deterministic execution model [30, 20, 29].
To tackle the second issue, many researchers contribute their own intelligence. In [33],
Yi Min Wang proposed a sufficient and necessary condition to help identify all the out-
dated checkpoints. Another important contribution of [33] is that an optimal checkpoint
space reclamation algorithm is designed to provide an upper bound for the space over-
head of uncoordinated checkpointing: N(N +1)/2, where N is the number of processes
in the cluster.
Finally, uncoordinated checkpointing also induces the time-consuming overhead of
calculating the global consistent recovery lines. There are two different approaches pro-
posed in literature. In [6], Bhargava et. al. proposed a two phase rollback algorithm.
Specifically, when a failure occurs, the failed process first needs to collect information
about relevant message exchanged among processes. Then this information will be used
in the second phase to determine the set of rollback processes and the checkpoints to
which rollback processes must return. The key idea is to use reachability analysis to
mark all the relevant processes affected or reached by the failed process. This approach
can also handle concurrent rollback recoveries in case of multiple failures in the cluster.
In [33], Wang et. al. proposed a rollback propagation algorithm based on checkpoint
graph [5] to determine recovery lines. They prove that both algorithms [6, 33] are equiv-
alent in the sense that they can always generate the same recovery line.
Coordinated Checkpointing
Just as we have mentioned above, the major advantage of this kind of schemes is their
domino-effect-free property. Since each process can only take checkpoints after a global
negotiation with all the other processes, the checkpoints from which they restart dur-
ing recovery are assured to have formed a consistent recovery line. Therefore, only one
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permanent checkpoint is necessary to be maintained on stable storage, which not only
reduces the storage overhead but also simplifies garbage collection. On the other hand,
coordinated checkpointing also induces large latency, especially when output is commit-
ted. To address this drawback, many approaches have been put forward.
In [31], Tamir et. al. proposed an adaptation of the traditional two phase commit
(2PC) protocol to generate consistent global checkpoints. This approach differentiate
machines in the cluster by roles, a coordinator machine is responsible for starting check-
pointing request, and all the remaining participant machines will stop their execution and
take a tentative checkpoint and send the acknowledge messages to the coordinator. In the
second phase, the coordinator will inform all the participants of making their tentative
checkpoints to be permanent.
Since the fastest process may need to wait the slowest one for tens of seconds to
continue its following execution, the above scheme is broadly criticized by the huge
overhead it induces. To tackle this issue, many non-blocking approaches are proposed.
In [9], Chandy and Lamport put forward two rules, a Marker-Sending Rule and a Marker-
Receiving Rule, to detect the global state, with the assumption that the channels between
processes are reliable and messages are delivered in FIFO order. In [32, 12], the authors
proposed to trigger the local checkpoints on each machine by using checkpoint indices.
The checkpoint indices are essentially loosely synchronized clocks, and therefore can
ensure that all the checkpoints belong to the same coordination session are taken without
the need of exchanging any messages. As one of the most famous protocols, Koo and
Toueg [21] proposed a two-phase protocol that achieves minimal checkpoint coordina-
tion. In the first phase, a checkpoint initiator takes the responsibility of determining all
the relevant processes that are involved in the upcoming checkpoints. Then in the second
phase, it will inform only the relevant processes to take the checkpoint.
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Communication-Induced Checkpointing
On the one hand, like coordinated checkpointing, this kind of scheme does not suffer
from the domino effect. On the other hand, like uncoordinated checkpointing, it does not
require coordination. The key idea of these schemes is to perform two kinds of check-
points, local checkpoint which can be taken independently by each process, and forced
checkpoint which must be taken to ensure the formation of global consistent recovery
lines and to prevent the creation of useless checkpoints. Note that the forced checkpoint
is triggered by the information piggybacked on each application message rather than any
special coordination messages.
There are many variants in the literature. In [34], Wang proposed a model to pre-
vent the undesirable patterns that may lead to Z-cycles and useless checkpoints. The
author first proved the equivalence between rollback-dependency paths and zigzag path-
s, then derived a family of checkpoint and communication models that are recovery-
dependency-tractable. Finally, based on these models, they derived the minimal and
maximal recovery lines.
In [28], Russell proposed a MRS model to prevent domino effect. The mechanism
of this model is to perform a checkpoint (Mark) before any message receiving events
(Receive), followed by any message sending events (Send). Formally, this series of
operations can be expressed as a regular expression (Mark; Receive?; Send?)?, and this
pattern can be repeated infinitely. A system satisfying this local property is guaranteed
to be restorable, that is, there exists a recovery line at all times.
In [8], the authors proposed to use a special structure called PRP (Planned Recovery
Point) to determine the recovery line. Essentially, it uses a timestamp-based protocol to
force a process to perform checkpoint when the process receives a message piggybacking
a timestamp greater than its local timestamp. It is worthy of attention that each process in
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this approach can decide on the global recovery line according to their local knowledge
and no special messages need to be generated and exchanged.
2.2.2 Log-Based Rollback Recovery
Log-based rollback recovery scheme differs from checkpoint-based recovery scheme in
that it also needs to log non-deterministic events from outside world, besides conducting
checkpoints during normal execution. Generally, this set of approaches can be classi-
fied into three sub-categories: pessimistic logging which is known for its simplicity and
robustness, optimistic logging which induces less overhead and still preserves the prop-
erties of fast output commit and orphan-free recovery, and causal logging which further
reduces the overhead but complicates recovery process.
Pessimistic Logging
This kind of schemes is designed based on the pessimistic assumption that a failure
may occur after any non-deterministic event during the job execution although failures
are actually rare in reality. The advantages of these schemes are four-folded. Firstly,
they have strong interactivity. It is quite convenient for processes to send messages to
outside world. Secondly, processes can restart from their most recent checkpoint in case
a failure occurs. Thirdly, only affected processes are involved in the recovery procedure.
Finally, it also simplifies garbage collection where all the older checkpoints before the
most recent one are fine to be reclaimed. On the other hand, these schemes also bring in
large performance overhead these schemes bring in.
To address this issue, several approaches have been proposed. [4] reduced the write
overhead by using fast non-volatile semiconductor memory in pessimistic logging schemes.
In [19], David B. Johnson et. al. introduced a two-step logging to reduce the performance
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overhead. In the first step, each message will be logged in volatile memory of the source
machine. In the second step, the volatile log will be transformed asynchronously to sta-
ble storage. In this way, it avoids the overhead of accessing stable storage during job
execution. However, multiple failures can not handled by using such approach.
[20] discussed the topic of recoverability of the system. A general model is pro-
posed to show that the set of recoverable system states forms a lattice, and there always
exists a unique maximum recoverable system state. An algorithm is then designed to de-
termine such maximum recoverable system state. Not much communication overhead is
induced in this approach, and it can be applied to both pessimistic and optimistic logging
schemes.
Optimistic Logging
Optimistic logging reduces the failure-free performance overhead at the expense of com-
plicating recovery, garbage collection and output commit because of the existence of
orphan process. It is called optimistic under the assumption that logging will complete
before a failure occurs.
In [29], Sistla, A. et. al. proposed two algorithms to determine global consistent re-
covery lines. In their first algorithm, transitive dependencies are maintained for the cor-
responding processes by each process, and are used to calculate the maximum consistent
global state after a failure. Because the use of transitive dependency, each application
message is attached with an O(n)-sized tag. In their second algorithm, they use direct
dependencies instead, therefore space efficiency is improved by having each application
message attached with an O(1)-sized tag.
In [30], all the computation, communication and checkpointing actions proceed asyn-
chronously. The key idea is that each process needs to track its dependency process-
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es during inter-process communication. During failure recovery, domino effect can be
avoided since the rollback line is guaranteed to be not too far away from the failed points.
Causal Logging
In the midst of the spectrum are a set of causal logging schemes, which combines the
advantages of both pessimistic logging and optimistic logging. On the one hand, they re-
duce the performance overhead during system’s failure-free execution by asynchronous-
ly logging messages to stable storage. On the other hand, they ensure the always-no-
orphans property and allow each process to commit output independently.The major
drawback of such schemes is that they complicate recovery and garbage collection pro-
cedures.
In [3], the authors proposed five FBL (Family-Based Logging) protocols, aiming at
further reducing the performance overhead during job execution. Their protocols are
parameterized by the number of tolerable failures, and they are proved to successfully
reduce stable storage access. The authors also discuss the inevitable piggyback overhead
that FBL induces.
In [15], a useful data structure called antecedence graph is proposed, which perfectly
combines rollback recovery technique and active replication technique together. Such
graph is maintained so that each process can have a global view of all the historical
non-deterministic events that causally affect the current state of each process. Rollback
recovery technique is applied to client processes and active replication technique is ap-
plied to server processes. In this way, all kinds of processes can be protected from
failures caused by other processes.
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2.3 Design Overview
We have summarized four major factors that have important influence on rollback recov-
ery of large-scale graph processing systems:
1. Application Independence: Generally, checkpointing related operation can be
implemented in either kernel-level or user-level. In contrast with user-level imple-
mentation, kernel-level implementation is much more powerful. On the one hand,
it can relieve application programmers off the recovery issue of the underlying
systems and let them focus only on the application logic. On the other hand, it can
also access kernel data structures so that user processes are better supported. In
this thesis, we will focus more on the kernel-level support and we will use different
upper-layer applications to verify the feasibility of our approaches.
2. Access to the Storage: In order to recover the failed machine, some storing work
must be done during system’s normal execution, in forms of either checkpointing
or logging. Two basic W questions that need to clarify are: what to store and where
to store. These two questions have high impact on the failure-free performance of
the system.
3. Recovery Speed: The time taken to recover the whole system highly depends on
the amount of useful information the system stored during its failure-free execu-
tion.
4. Size of Recovery Group: We notice the importance of reducing the number of ma-
chines performing recomputation. The benefits are two-folded. On the one hand,
involving fewer recomputing machines means that more computing resources are
saved. On the other hand, the saved computing resources can also be used to speed
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up the recovery process.
Table 2.1 and 2.2 show how the aforementioned factors reflect on the existing graph-
processing systems. In terms of the overhead caused by Access to the Storage, we no-
tice that both Pregel-like systems and GraphLab-like systems have frequent checkpoints,
where the former systems store input messages and vertex states while the latter systems
store only vertex states. Besides, as for confined recovery approach of Pregel system, it
also stores outgoing messages when it conducts message logging in each step. In terms
of the Recovery Speed, we notice that the recovery time of both Pregel-like systems and
GraphLab-like systems varies and heavily relies on the checkpoint frequency or interval
of the systems. Finally, in terms of the Size of Recovery Group, we notice that except the
confined recovery approach of Pregel system which involves only the failed machines,
all the other approaches require the recomputation of all the machines.
Our proposed approaches, State-Only Recovery mechanism and Shadow-Based Re-
covery mechanism, are designed to reduce all overhead associated with storing infor-
mation which is used for future recovery in case of failure. According to the Markov
Property of most of the graph-based applications that we have explored in Section 2.1.2,
we notice that in order to recover all the vertex states on the failed machine, the most
crucial thing is to recover the previous states of all the relevant vertices and all the outgo-
ing messages whose target machine is the failed one. Therefore, both of our approaches
store previous vertex states for each step. However, they store this information in dif-
ferent ways. State-Only mechanism stores it in the local stable storage of each machine,
whereas Shadow-Based mechanism caches it both in the volatile storage of local ma-
chine and that of its shadow machine (Section 3.2). Note that both mechanisms do not
store outgoing messages since according to our previous analysis in Section 2.1.2, we
notice the State Dependency Property of most of the graph-based applications, i.e., the
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outgoing messages sent by each vertex actually can be represented by the previous state
of that vertex. In this way, we saves a lot of unnecessary space and time.
Besides, both of our approaches show short recovery time when failure occurs, main-
ly because that the time needed to process recovery is reduced and the number of ma-
chines that participate in the recovery procedure is increased.
Remind that the failure we are discussing in this thesis is software failure on a ma-
chine, for example, program crash or a power cut on the running computer, and we are
not going to handle hardware failure. This means that when a failure occurs, all the
information stored in the volatile storage like RAM will be lost, while the information
stored in persistent storage like disks or DFS will still remain there.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we conducted a relatively comprehensive literature review on failure re-
covery. As we have seen above, much theoretical work is done in the research communi-
ty and many factors are taken into consideration when different algorithms are designed.
These existing work has laid the most important basis and provided the most valuable
ideas for us to develop our own work. Finally, we summarize several important design





In this chapter, we will present our proposed rollback recovery mechanisms specially
designed for large-scale graph processing systems. We will discuss the detailed design
of each of the proposed mechanisms (Section 3.1 and 3.2).
3.1 State-Only Recovery Mechanism
The main idea of State-Only Recovery mechanism is to store information as useful as
possible and as concise as possible. For a large graph, it is usually a must to divide the
whole graph into several partitions, each of which is maintained on one machine. For
each machine (or process), we need to keep three data structures: CS representing the
current states of all the vertices on this machine, PS representing the previous states
of all the vertices on this machine, LS representing an identical copy of CS stored on
persistent storage. In a synchronous system, the current state is the values of all the
vertices in the local machine in a certain execution step, say step i, and the previous state
is the values of all the vertices in the local machine in previous execution step i − 1.
Note that CS and PS are all stored on some volatile storage devices, for example RAM,
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whereas LS is stored on some stable storage, like disks.
For simplicity, we use terminology that PowerGraph uses. In PowerGraph graph pro-
cessing model, during the failure-free execution of the system, all the graph computation
work can be divided into three sub-parts: Gather, Apply, and Scatter. Apply indicates the
core computation in a certain step. Figure 3.1(a) shows the situation before the changes
are applied to the partitioned vertices: each machine needs to mutate the content of PS
to be the same as that of CS. When computation starts, the new values will be generated
to overwrite CS (Figure 3.1(b)). Before the execution proceeds to the next phase (i.e.,
Scatter phase), values in CS should be persisted to LS on stable storage (Figure 3.1(c)).
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Figure 3.1: State-Only Recovery Mechanism Example
Suppose a failure occurs on machine Mk in step i, all the messages that were sent to
Mk in previous step i− 1 should be recovered first. According to the State Dependency
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Property we have explored in Section 2.1.2, only previous states of all the vertices that
sent messages to the failed machine and the previous states of all the vertices on the failed
machine are needed. The former can be obtained through PS from all the other healthy
machines, and the latter can be obtained through LSi−1 from the persistent storage on
the failed machine.
Algorithm 1 describes State-Only Recovery mechanism. This algorithm consists of a
number of iterative processing on the underlying graphs where the termination condition
depends on certain applications. Specifically, the engine first caches the previous vertex
states (line 2, 7-10), and then do the actual computation (line 3). Finally, it stores the
current new vertex states to the persistent storage (line 4, 11-14).
Algorithm 1: State-Only Recovery Mechanism
Input:
PreviousState PS ← initial app state
CurrentState CS ← initial app state
LogState LS ← null









for each vj ∈ Vi do7
PS[j]← CS[j]8
LogCurrentState(step)9
for each vj ∈ Vi do10
LS[step][j]← CS[j]11
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A Running Example: SSSP Application
To better illustrate how State-Only Recovery works, we take Single Source Shortest
Path (SSSP) as a running example. In this application, the state stored by each vertex,
say vi is the currently known minimum distance from the source vertex vs to vi, and
the message sent by vi is just the same as the state value. In this experiment, we use
the synchronous execution engine which follows the Gather, Apply, and Scatter phases.
During the Gather phase, all the messages from neighbours are collected by each vertex,
vi, to update its knowledge of the minimum distances it neighbours have. Then it backups
its current state value to volatile storage (e.g. RAM) which will be soon deemed as
previous state, PS[vi]. In this way, when another machine fails in this execution step
and needs the previous state of vi, PS[vi] is available immediately. During the Apply
phase, an aggregation function will be operated on the previous collected messages. In
this example, the aggregation function is simply a Min(dist1, dist2, ..., distn) function,
and the new value will replace the old state value. Finally, this new state value will
be logged to persistent storage in case the value is needed for recovery purpose when
machine - on which vertex vi resides - fails afterwards.
According to the above explanation, it will be more understandable that why the
backup overhead is so small whereas the logging operation occupies so large proportion
in the total running time. It is obvious that the states of all the vertices on one machine
need to be backuped and logged, therefore, the backup and log overhead is proportional
to the number of vertices on the machine. When there are more and more machines
joining the cluster, the graph partition on each single machine will be smaller and smaller,
and the backup and log overhead will be reduced as well.
Further more, when machine mi fails in execution step k, the current state values of
all the vertices on mi can be fetched from persistent storage LSk, and all the messages
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from all the other neighbour vertices on other machines will be sent simultaneously
through network to machine mi. This explains why the recovery time is increased when
the graph size becomes larger and larger (since there are more vertices to recover) and
why the recovery time is decreased when the number of machines becomes larger and
larger (since there are fewer vertices on each healthy machine that need to be sent to
machine mi).
3.2 Shadow-Based Recovery Mechanism
As we have mentioned in Section 2.1.1, in terms of contemporary computer technology,
network speed is no longer an obstacle. Overhead caused by accessing the storage,
however, is the major bottleneck. In this section, we present Shadow-Based Recovery
mechanism, which explores the network bandwidth and extra main memory to avoid
the overhead induced by accessing stable storage. The major difference between this
approach and our previous State-Only Recovery approach is that an in-memory data
structure called Shw is maintained rather than the on-disk data structure LS. Actually,
Shw stores the vertex states of another machine.
In this approach, we assign a shadow machine for each machine M in the cluster.
Formally speaking, we can denote this assignment as a function mapping Shadow(M).
Given a shadow machine M ′, correspondingly, we denote the original machine to be the
result of an inverse function Shadow−1(M ′).
During the normal execution of the system, in each step, each machine needs to
mutate the content of PS to be the same as that of CS before the actual computation
happens (Figure 3.2(a)). During the computation, new values will overwrite the previous
values ofCS (Figure 3.2(b)). After the machine completes the computation and proceeds
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to the next stage, i.e., scattering or sending outgoing messages, it also piggybacks its
current vertex states CS to its corresponding shadow machine (Figure 3.2(c)). In the
example shown in Figure 3.2, we assume Shadow(M0) = M1, Shadow(M1) = M2,
and Shadow(M2) = M0.
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Figure 3.2: Shadow-Based Recovery Mechanism Example
When a failure occurs, say machine M1 crashes at step i, it needs the messages that
were sent to it in step i − 1. According to the State Dependency Property we have ex-
plored in Section 2.1.2, we know that we need only the previous states of all the vertices
that sent messages to the failed machine in previous step and the previous states of all
the vertices on the failed machine. The former can be obtained through PS from all
the other healthy machines, and the latter can be obtained through Shw from its shadow
machine, say M0.
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Algorithm 2 summarizes the logic of Shadow-Based Recovery mechanism. We can
see from the algorithm that instead of maintaining the current states on local persistent
storage, Shadow-Based recovery mechanism induces only a little network overhead and
in-memory storage overhead (line 4, 11-14).
Algorithm 2: Shadow-Based Recovery Mechanism
Input:
PreviousState PS ← initial app state
CurrentState CS ← initial app state
ShadowState Shw ← null









for each vj ∈ Vi do7
PS[j]← CS[j]8
PiggybackShwState(step)9
for each vj ∈ Vk do10
Shw[step][j]← CS[j]11
Situation becomes complicated when multiple failures occur simultaneously. To bet-
ter illustrate such situation, let us first see a simple example in Figure 3.3. The numbers
inside the inner circle denote the index of six machines, and the numbers between the
outer circle and the inner circle denote their corresponding shadow machine number(s).
We can find out that if M0 and M1 fail concurrently, we can still recover the whole
system. Since previous vertex states of all the other machines (M2, M3, M4, M5) are
available and previous vertex states of the failed machines (M0 and M1) can be obtained
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from their corresponding shadow machines (M2 and M4), which are all in healthy s-
tates. Note that Shadow(M0) = M2 and Shadow(M1) = M4. However, what if M0
and M2 fail concurrently? Such failure is unrecoverable, since Shadow(M0) = M2 and













Figure 3.3: Concurrent Failures in Shadow-Based Recovery Mechanism
To discover the more general case, and find out the lower bound of recovery proba-
bility under such mechanism, we derive the following formulas.
Theorem 3.2.1 (General Recovery Probability) Given a cluster of n machines and a
randomly chosen set of k failed machines {S1, S2, ... , Sk}, the cluster can be recovered






This problem can be modelled as a combinatorial problem. The purpose is to choose
the recoverable set of failed machines from the cluster. For the first failed machine
S1, there can be N random choices. To make sure that the cluster is recoverable, for
the second choice of the failed machine, three machines are out of consideration, i.e., S1,
Shadow(S1) and Shadow−1(S1). Therefore, the number of possible choices is narrowed
to n− 3. ... For the last failed machine Sk, the number of possible choices is n− 3k+ 3.
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Therefore, the number of recoverable failure sets is
n(n− 3)(n− 6)...(n− 3k + 3)
k!
(3.2)






According to Equation 3.2 and 3.3, we obtain the recovery probability of the whole
cluster in the general case:
Pr =
n(n− 3)(n− 6)...(n− 3k + 3)
Cknk!
=
n(n− 3)(n− 6)...(n− 3k + 3)


























The essential of this problem is that, given that all the machines in the cluster are divided
into several disjoint groups, each consisting of three machines, and that at most one of
these three machines inside a group can be chosen, how many ways are there to obtain a
set of k machines? Note that this formula is only a lower bound of the recovery proba-
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bility, since there is a high chance that these groups are overlapped with one another. By
using a wiser shadow machine mapping strategy, both the number of selectable groups
and the possible ways of choosing k machines can be increased. Formally, we discovered
the following revised recovery probability.
Theorem 3.2.2 (Revised Recovery Probability) Given a cluster of n machines and a
randomly chosen set of k failed machines {S1, S2, ... , Sk} satisfying Shadow(Sm) =












The physical meaning of the above formula is that by grouping two mutually shadow-
mapped machines together, we can obtain higher recovery probability. Equation 3.6
shows that the recovery probability improves a lot when compared to that in the general
case. In real life, the machine failure rate inside a cluster actually ranges from 1% to
2%. Figure 3.4 shows how our derived general recovery probability and revised recov-
ery probability scale with the number of machines in the cluster. We can see that when
the machine failure rate is 1%, a cluster of 2000 machines can obtain a high recovery
probability of 90% by using the optimized shadow-mapping strategy, whereas the gen-
eral strategy can only tolerate a cluster of 2000 machines can only obtain a recovery
probability of 80% without optimizing the shadow machine mapping strategy.
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(b) Optimized Shadow Machine Mapping Strategy
Figure 3.4: Recovery Probability
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A Running Example: PageRank Application
To better illustrate how Shadow-Based Recovery works, we take PageRank as a running
example. In this application, each web page will be represented as a vertex. There-
fore, the state stored by each vertex, say vi is the currently calculated pagerank of the
corresponding web page, and the message sent by vi is just the same as the state val-
ue. In this experiment, we use the synchronous execution engine which follows the
Gather, Apply, and Scatter phases. During the Gather phase, all the messages from
neighbours are collected by each vertex, vi, to update its knowledge of the pageranks it
neighbours have. Then it backups its current state value to volatile storage (e.g. RAM)
which will be soon deemed as previous state, PS[vi]. In this way, when another ma-
chine fails in this execution step and needs the previous state of vi, PS[vi] is avail-
able immediately. During the Apply phase, an aggregation function will be operated on
the previous collected messages. In this example, the aggregation function is simply
Σj∈Neighbours(vi)(PageRank[j] ∗wji) +α, and the result of this formula will replace the
old state value.
During the Scatter phase, the current state value will be sent to the outgoing neigh-
bours to trigger the next step computation. Remind that each machine has a correspond-
ing shadow machine in our basic shadow-based recovery approach, therefore, the vertex
state value will also be sent to its shadow machine if its outgoing neighbours do not
reside on its shadow machine.
According to the above explanation, it will be more understandable that why both
backup and network overheads are so small. Backup operation happens only in memory
which takes very short access time, whereas network overhead is caused by the piggy-
backed value rather than extra messages.
Further more, when machine mi fails in execution step k, the current state values
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of all the vertices on mi can be fetched from its corresponding shadow machine Shwi
(assume the shadow machine does not fail, since we have mentioned that we cannot
handle this situation in this basic approach), and all the messages from all the other
neighbour vertices on other machines will be sent simultaneously through network to
machine mi. This explains why the recovery time is increased when the graph size
becomes larger and larger (since there are more vertices to recover) and why the recovery
time is decreased when the number of machines becomes larger and larger (since there
are fewer vertices on each healthy machine that need to be sent to machine mi).
3.3 Implementation
The fault tolerance component is embedded into our synchronous execution engine. In a
distributed environment, each machine will have at least one process to run an execution
engine. Each execution engine maintains on its corresponding local machine the infor-
mation of vertex program, messages, vertex states, recovery information, and also the
relationship information with other machines in the cluster.
In order to achieve efficient failure recovery in large-scale graph processing systems,
extra efforts are taken in addition to the normal execution of the systems. However,
our proposed recovery mechanisms inevitably induce some overhead to the system. To
reduce these various sources of overhead as much as possible, in this section, we lead a
discussion on several important features of our optimized implementations.
3.3.1 State-Only Recovery Mechanism
From our discussions above, we notice the major sources of overhead of our first pro-
posed algorithm (Algorithm 1) : the backup overhead in the BackupPreviousState
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routine, and the log overhead in the LogCurrentState(step) routine. To address
these two points, we designed the following two variants.
Basic State-Only Recovery (BSOR)
This implementation directly translates Algorithm 1. Both PS and CS are represented as
separate arrays stored in main memory for efficient retrieval, whereas LS are represented
as a two-dimensional array stored on disk for persistent storage.
Incremental State-Only Recovery (ISOR)
This implementation is a variant of BSOR. Instead of recording the current states of
all the vertices in each execution step, only vertex states that have changed since the
previous execution step will be recorded. In this way, the disk writing overhead can be
reduced. Actually, the percentage of the reduced overhead depends significantly on the
convergence rate of certain MLDM applications.
3.3.2 Shadow-Based Recovery Mechanism
When compared to State-Only Recovery mechanism, the major characteristic of Shadow-
Based Recovery mechanism is that the current state of one machine is piggybacked
through message dissemination to some other machines. We call those states shadow
states. Therefore, the major sources of overhead of our second proposed algorithm (Al-
gorithm 2) are: the backup overhead in the BackupPreviousState routine, and the
network overhead in the PiggybackShwState(step) routine. Again, we devise
the following two variants.
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Basic Shadow-Based Recovery (BSBR)
This implementation is a direct translation of Algorithm 2. All three data structures, PS,
CS, and Shw, are represented as separate arrays in form of memory storage for efficient
retrieval.
Incremental Shadow-Based Recovery (ISBR)
This implementation is a variant of BSBR. Similarly, the purpose of ISBR is to re-
duce the network overhead induced by unnecessary state recording. That is to say, only
vertex states that have changed since the previous execution step will be sent to their
corresponding shadow machines. In this way, the network overhead can be reduced.
Similarly to ISOR, the percentage of the reduced network overhead highly depends on
the convergence rate of certain MLDM applications.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we present our two new failure recovery mechanisms, State-Only Recov-
ery Mechanism and Shadow-Based Recovery Mechanism. Both mechanisms need to go
through two phases: Backup phase (before real computation), and Record phase (after
real computation). Besides the location where recovery information is located, in essen-
tial, State-Only Recovery can guarantee the recovery of any number of failure machines
in the system, but bring more overhead in normal execution of the system. By contrast,
Shadow-Based Recovery brings very little overhead in normal execution of the system,
but cannot guarantee the recovery of cluster failure. Therefore, neither of them can be
deemed as a substitution of the other. For Shadow-Based recovery mechanism, we al-
so mathematically analyze the recovery probability of the cluster. Finally, we provide
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In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of our proposed recovery algorithms and
show the experimental results. Throughout our evaluation, we vary the graph size, cluster
size, and choose two kinds of datasets. Since it’s almost impossible for us to really have a
failure machine, our experiments are conducted in a simulated environment. Our results
show that our proposed mechanisms perform well in terms of both performance overhead
and recovery speed.
4.1 Experimental Design
Our proposed State-Only Recovery algorithm and Shadow-Based Recovery algorithm
are integrated into the open source graph processing system GraphLab 2.1.4434. Sever-
al metrics are used in our experiments to measure the performance of large-scale graph
processing systems. First, the overhead our approaches induced. Specifically, as we
have discussed in Chapter 3, three major sources of overhead must be evaluated: 1.
back up overhead caused by maintaining previous system state (PS); 2. network and
log overhead caused by maintaining current system state (CS). Notice that in Shadow-
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Based Recovery approach, another metrics called total network overhead is introduced
for comparison purpose. This metric is caused by all the message passing or commu-
nications among all the machines in the distributed system. Second, the recovery time
when single failure occurs in the cluster.
To measure these metrics, we implement two popular graph-based applications: the
PageRank calculation and Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) calculation, and run them
against two kinds of datasets: one is synthetic datasets and the other is real datasets from
Twitter. The synthetic datasets follow the out-degree power-law distribution with param-
eter α to be 2.1. More precisely, the probability of a vertex having an out-degree of d
is given by P (d) = βd−α [2]. However, the in-degree distribution of each vertex in this
kind of datasets is nearly uniform. According to [22], the follower-following topology
of Tweeter does not follow power-law distribution, and the entire Twitter’s follower-
following dataset as of July 2009 contains 41.7 million vertices (i.e., user profiles) and
1.47 billion edges (i.e., social relations). To evaluate the scalability of our approaches, we
generate several smaller datasets of different sizes by selecting different number of ver-
tices and their corresponding edges from Twitter’s original follower-following dataset.
Our experiments were conducted on an in-house cluster. Each cluster node (machine)
is powered with an Intel Xeon E5620 2.4GHz CPU, 64GB main memory and a 512GB
disk. The operating system on all the machines are CentOS release 5.6 with g++ 4.4.6
above. All cluster nodes are connected via a high-speed 1GB Cisco switch.
4.2 Results and Analysis
In this section, we implement our two proposed recovery algorithms and conduct exten-
sive experiments to measure the overhead of failure-free execution and the recovery time
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when any failure occurs. To verify the versatility of our approaches, we implement two
popular applications, PageRank and Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP), and run them
against two kinds of datasets, synthetic datasets which follow out-degree power-law dis-
tribution and Twitter’s follower-following datasets which do not.
4.2.1 State-Only Recovery
Figure 4.1(a) shows the performance overhead of Basic State-Only Recovery (BSOR)
mechanism by using power-law synthetic datasets with varying number of vertices. 32
machines are running simultaneously. We use Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) appli-
cation to measure the overhead in this set of experiments. From the figure, we observe
that both backup overhead and log overhead that BSOR brings in grow linearly, but the
growth rate of backup overhead is much smaller than that of log overhead and that of
total running time. It shows that the average backup overhead occupies only 0.11% of
the total running time, whereas the average log overhead occupies as much as 90.7% of
the total running time. Such big difference demonstrates that the backup overhead in this
mechanism can be ignored, whereas the log overhead has big influence on the overall
system performance.
Figure 4.1(b) shows the backup overhead and log overhead as we vary the number
of machines in the cluster by using power-law synthetic graph with a size of 6 million
vertices. From the figure, log overhead decreases linearly as we gradually increase the
cluster size from 8 machines to 40 machines. It also shows that the backup overhead
is too small to see any difference when the number of machines varies. That is to say,
the backup overhead can be neglected when compared to log overhead and total running
time.
As our second important goal, Figures 4.1(c) and 4.1(d) evaluate the recovery time
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under BSOR mechanism by using synthetic power-law datasets. Limited by the experi-
mental environment, it is not practical for us to wait for a real machine failure and restart
the recovery process. Therefore, in our experiments, we simulate a pseudo machine-
failure in such a way that when the system finishes K steps, we let one of the machines
pretends to stop working. Here we choose K to be 3. Figure 4.1(c) shows how the
failure recovery time changes with varying number of vertices in the graph. The growth
rate of recovery time is approximately 5.5% of that of total running time for Single
Source Shortest Path (SSSP) application. Figure 4.1(d) shows the failure recovery time
with varying number of machines in the cluster. The recovery time reduces linearly and
slowly when we vary the cluster size from 8 machines to 40 machines.
Figure 4.2(a) shows the effect of graph size in our BSOR by using Twitter’s non-
power-law datasets. The total number of running machines is 32. For each graph size,
a vertex that has maximum out-degree is chosen as our source vertex, and synchronous
engine is used to ensure the correctness of Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) results.
Overall, from the figure, we see that the backup overhead is almost neglectable whereas
the log overhead occupies most of the total running time. This phenomenon is severer
than that using synthetic power-law graph. And we notice that the total running time in
this scenario is much smaller than that in the synthetic power-law scenario, which may
result from the fact that Twitter’s partial follower-following graph is not fully connected.
Therefore, the cluster terminates in quite short time. Strangely, we notice that there is
a slight decrease for all three metrics: backup overhead, log overhead and total running
time when the graph size ranges from 4 million vertices to 8 million vertices. One of the
possible reasons may because that the max-degree vertex in Twitter’s 8 million dataset
is quite large, whereas its radius is relatively small. That is, the distance between the
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time is dramatically reduced. We explore this by checking each of our four datasets.
Table 4.1 shows the vertices that have maximum out-degree in each of the four datasets
(i.e., 4M, 8M, 16M, and 32M), and their corresponding out-degree. The growth rate of
backup overhead is only 0.07% of that of total running time.
Table 4.1: Twitter Datasets For SSSP





Figure 4.2(b) shows the performance overhead of BSOR in different cluster settings
by using Twitter’s non-power-law datasets. Again, the number of machines ranges from
8 to 40, and the number of vertices is fixed to 32 million. From the graph, varying cluster
size from small to large makes the elapsed time for both log overhead and total running
time reduce linearly. Besides, we also notice that since the backup overhead occupies
only a very small proportion of the total running time, we can not see clearly in the figure
how it changes with the number of machines in the cluster changes.
Figure 4.2(c) and 4.2(d) show how the recovery time extends when varying the num-
ber of vertices in the graph and the number of machines in the cluster size, respectively.
In Figure 4.2(c), we see that the recovery time grows very slowly ( only 4.4%), when
compared to the growth rate of the total running time. The parameter K indicates the
healthy steps before any pseudo machine failure happens. Figure 4.2(d) shows the scal-
ability in terms of recovery time as we vary the number of machines in the cluster.
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4.2.2 Shadow-Based Recovery
Table 4.2 shows the performance overhead of Basic Shadow-Based Recovery (BSBR)
mechanism by using power-law synthetic datasets with varying number of vertices. We
run 32 machines simultaneously. The permissible change at convergence (i.e., toler-
ance parameter) for the PageRank application is set as a default value (1.0E-2) and syn-
chronous engine is used to ensure the correctness of the results. With the increasing of
graph size, both the total running time and total network time increased linearly. Al-
though backup overhead and network overhead that BSBR brings in grow linearly as
well, their growth rate are quite slow. The growth rate of backup overhead is about 0.7%
of that of total running time, and the growth rate of network overhead can be neglected
when compared to the total running time.
In Table 4.3, we vary the number of machines to evaluate the overhead of BSBR
mechanism by using power-law synthetic graph with a size of 6 million vertices. From
the figure, we can see the scalability of the overhead is quite good. Both backup overhead
and network overhead are so small that they can almost be neglected, no matter there are
as few as 8 machines or as many as 40 machines in the cluster.
Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) evaluate the recovery time under BSBR mechanism by
using synthetic power-law datasets. Here again, we simulate a pseudo machine-failure
in such a way that when the system finishes K steps, we let one of the machines pretend
to stop working. In this experiment, we choose K to be 5. Figure 4.3(a) shows the
failure recovery time with varying number of vertices in the graph. The growth rate
of recovery time is approximately 16.4% of that of total running time for PageRank
application. Figure 4.3(b) shows how the failure recovery time changes with varying
number of machines in the cluster. The recovery time mildly reduces when the number
of machines in the cluster increases from 8 to 40.
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Table 4.2: BSBR performance (synthetic datasets) - Varying Graph Size (PageRank)
Number of Machines 32
Graph Size N(106) 2 4 6 8
Backup Overhead 0.0464 0.0904 0.1348 0.1814
Network Overhead 0.1295 0.1279 0.1252 0.1258
Total Network Time 4.6041 7.2742 9.0781 11.7500
Total Running Time 8.8 15.4 20.8 27.2
Table 4.3: BSBR performance (synthetic datasets) - Varying Cluster Size (PageRank)
Graph Size N(106) 6
Number of Machines 8 16 24 32 40
Backup Overhead 0.5044 0.2695 0.1837 0.1348 0.1088
Network Overhead 0.0446 0.0996 0.0788 0.1252 0.4161
Total Network Time 19.1324 12.6598 11.0954 9.0781 9.7015
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Table 4.4 shows the effect of graph size in our BSBR mechanism by using Twitter’s
non-power-law datasets. The total number of running machines is 40. The tolerance
parameter keeps the same (1.0E-2), and the synchronous engine is used to ensure the
correctness of PageRank results. From the graph, we can see that the growth rate of
backup overhead is only 0.4% of that of total running time, and the growth rate of net-
work overhead is only 0.5% of that of total running time.
Table 4.5 shows the performance overhead of BSBR in different cluster settings by
using Twitter’s non-power-law datasets. Again, the number of machines ranges from
8 to 40, and the number of vertices is set to 32M. The two interested metrics, backup
overhead and network overhead, vary very little.
Figure 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) show the recovery time of BSBR as we vary the graph
size and cluster size respectively, in context of Twitter’s non-power-law datasets. From
Figure 4.4(a), we see that the total running time grows rapidly as the number of vertices
grows from 8 million onwards. By contrast, the growth rate of recovery time is quite
slow (about only 17.2% of that of the total running time).
Table 4.4: BSBR performance (Twitter datasets) - Varying Graph Size (PageRank)
Number of Machines 40
Graph Size N(106) 4 8 16 32
Backup Overhead 0.0258 0.0173 0.0787 0.1196
Network Overhead 0.3030 0.6537 0.4810 0.4286
Total Network Time 4.3042 5.2563 10.6801 12.9605
Total Running Time 7 8.1 22.5 30
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Table 4.5: BSBR performance (Twitter datasets) - Varying Cluster Size (PageRank)
Graph Size N(106) 32
Number of Machines 8 16 24 32 40
Backup Overhead 0.4936 0.2739 0.1893 0.1451 0.1200
Network Overhead 0.8160 0.4381 0.3699 0.3522 0.5557
Total Network Time 17.277 14.4051 13.3970 13.4747 13.2195
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4.3 Optimization
In order to further reduce the overhead our mechanisms induced to system performance,
we investigate the effect of incremental recording as an optimization strategy. As dis-
cussed above, when the convergence rate of certain iterative application is high, few
vertices in the graph may have their states changed after several rounds of iteration.
Therefore, it is wiser for us to only record those vertices which have their states changed
since the previous execution step. To be specific, we won’t log vertex that has the same
value as that in its previous step (ISOR) or send shadow values of certain vertices that
do not change during the current execution step (ISBR).
Figures 4.5(a) to 4.5(d) show the effect of Incremental Shadow-Based Recovery
(ISBR) on the system performance of failure-free execution. Specifically, we measure
four metrices: backup overhead, network overhead, total network time, and total run-
ning time. In this set of experiments, we use Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) as our
verifying application. In terms of the backup operation (Figure 4.5(a)), both BSBR and
ISBR show almost the same overhead. Such result is quite reasonable, since our op-
timized implementation does not aim at reducing the backup overhead which occupies
very small proportion of the total running time. In terms of the network overhead (Figure
4.5(b)), total network time (Figure 4.5(c)), and most importantly, the total running time
(Figure 4.5(d)), we notice that the performance differences between BSBR and ISBR
are more and more significant with the increasing of graph size.
4.4 Summary
As shown above, we conduct extensive experiments on our proposed approaches. We
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both approaches), log overhead (for State-Only Recovery approach), and network over-
head (for Shadow-Based Recovery approach). It shows that the State-Only Recovery
approach brings in too much log overhead, while the Shadow-Based Recovery approach
has some network overhead within acceptable range. We also measured the recovery
time in case any pseudo failure occurs, and both approaches show excellent result.
In order to verify the sensitivity of our approaches to data distribution changes, we
use two datasets, synthetic out-degree power-law graph, and Twitter’s non-power-law
graph. We vary the number of vertices and observe a linear increase in all the measured
metrics with different growth rate. We also vary the cluster size to show the scalability of





This chapter consists of three major parts. First, we are going to conclude our work
of this thesis. Second, several optimization techniques are provided on further improv-
ing the system performance during the normal execution of large-scale graph processing
systems, including how to reduce the logging overhead in our State-Only Recovery ap-
proach, and more importantly, how to enhance the recovery probability in our Shadow-
Based recovery mechanism. Finally, based on these discussions, a direction for the future
work is presented.
5.1 Conclusions
Nowadays, distributed graph processing systems have obtained more and more atten-
tion, both in the research community and the engineering community. As graph-based
applications become more and more diverse and complicated, failure recovery in dis-
tributed iterative systems is no longer a trivial topic. With the development of hardware
technology, traditional failure recovery strategies are no longer best a fit for the new
environment.
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Although failures cannot be considered as exceptions, not much effort has been put
in the reliability or availability in such large-scale iterative processing systems in recent
years. This observation results in our strong motivation of designing and implementing
an efficient failure recovery mechanism in such a newly emerging context.
In this thesis, we proposed two failure recovery mechanisms specially designed for
large-scale graph processing systems. To better facilitate the recovery process without
bringing in too much overhead during the normal execution of the large-scale distributed
systems, our mechanisms are designed based on an in-depth investigation of the charac-
teristics of large-scale graph processing systems and their applications.
The major design objectives of our two approaches are two-folded. On the one hand,
during the normal iterative execution of the distributed systems, useful information can
be recorded as concise so that overhead can be reduced a lot. On the other hand, during
the failure recovery process of the systems, systems can be recovered as fast as possible.
To be specific, our State-Only recovery mechanism stores only the previous states of
local vertices in non-volatile storage, leaving the outgoing messages of vertices in the
previous execution step being inferred by execution engine. A little bit differently, our
Shadow-Based recovery mechanism utilizes a little more network bandwidth to help
piggyback the desired information and sacrifices a little more volatile storage for future
recovery.
Extensive experiments have been conducted to verify the feasibility of our approach-
es. Both approaches can dramatically reduce the required recovery time when failure
occurs. Moreover, Shadow-Based recovery mechanism induces considerably lower over-
head during the failure free execution of the systems. Actually, there still remains large
space in improving the two proposed approaches. These optimization issues will be
deferred to our future work.
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5.2 Discussions
Several important issues regarding the practical implementation details are discussed in
this chapter, including optimization techniques for both proposed approaches (Section
5.2.1 and 5.2.2) and those that are specially designed for each of the two approaches
(Section 5.2.3 and 5.2.4).
5.2.1 Garbage Collection
Both our State-Only Recovery mechanism and Shadow-Based Recovery mechanism
need to record the current system states (Figure 3.1(c) and 3.2(c)), but these record-
ing operations result in a non-trivial overhead for physical resource usage. Therefore, it
is important to adopt some garbage collection strategy to better reclaim the machine’s
resources.
The simplest method is to start an asynchronous process, say garbage collector, on
each machine. The major responsibility for these garbage collectors is to remove out-
dated useless system states from the machine so that the system won’t terminate their
normal execution because of lack of space. In case of our Shadow-Based Recovery
mechanism, we keep a two-dimensional array called Shw in the volatile storage of each
machine. The first dimension is the step number, while the second dimension is the ver-
tex id. When failure occurs, whichever execution step the machine is in (say step i), the
system only needs to backtrack to the most recent system state. Therefore, the garbage
collector of each machine is able to delete all the other previous system states stored in
Shw except the most recent one.
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5.2.2 Consistent Global State
To illustrate our approaches clearly, we integrate our algorithms into a synchronous en-
gine throughout this thesis. However, in some scenarios, synchronous engine may not
meet the requirements of certain MLDM applications. For those applications, waiting
for the termination of all the other machines is really a waste of time. To integrate our
algorithms into an asynchronous engine, one of the biggest challenge is how to deter-
mine the consistent global states [26]. There are many research papers focusing on this
complicated issue, which is within the broader area of distributed systems. Most of these
discussions are in theory perspective, while few are adopted by real systems, like the
distributed version of GraphLab [24].
5.2.3 Asynchronous Log
From our discussion above, we observe the huge overhead exposed in State-Only Recov-
ery mechanism. In distributed environments, such amount of overhead is not tolerable.
In our current implementation, we directly translate Algorithm 1 in Section 3.3.1. It is
worthwhile to mention that our Shadow-Based Recovery mechanism is not a substitution
of the State-Only Recovery mechanism. As we have discussed in Section 3.2, Shadow-
Based Recovery mechanism cannot guarantee one-hundred percent failure recovery. On
the other hand, State-Only Recovery mechanism can ensure that any failure in the cluster
can be recovered. One possible optimization strategy for State-Only Recovery mecha-
nism is to use an asynchronous writer to log information. The purpose is to parallel
computation and logging operations, so that the whole system no longer needs to be
blocked until the accomplishment of those time-consuming logging operations.
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5.2.4 Handling Concurrent Failures
Remind that we had mentioned in Section 3.2 that exactly one shadow machine is as-
signed for each machine in the cluster. Actually, our Shadow-Based approach has some
similarity with the work done by Hsiao and DeWitt on chained declustering [18], but
in a different context. When both machine M and its corresponding shadow machine
Shadow(M) fail simultaneously, it is not possible for us to recover the whole cluster. To
obtain a higher recovery probability for the whole cluster, an alternative way is to sacri-
fice more memory space. Specifically, we can designate two or more shadow machines
for each machine in the cluster. In this way, the probability of machine M and all its
shadow machines being failed can be significantly reduced, and the recovery probability
of the cluster can be increased as well.
5.3 Future Work
Providing a guaranteed failure recovery mechanism with one hundred percent certainty
is one problem deserving more explorations. In our current design, the major concern
of Shadow-Based recovery mechanism is when several mutual shadow machines fail
simultaneously. In this case, the whole iterative system can not be recovered. That is to
say, we can not give our customers a guarantee that we will certainly recover the large-
scale distributed systems efficiently and correctly. From our discussion in Section 3.2,
we have already provided an effective way which towards the direction of making our
recovery probability higher. The key idea is to provide a smart design of the assignment
of each shadow machine. And just as we have mentioned in Section 5.2.4, we can also
try to designate two or more shadow machines for each machine in the cluster. On the
other hand, we should realize that more shadow machines will also induce more network
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overhead and more memory usage. It is a trade-off issue that deserves the designers to
make a balance.
Unlike Shadow-Based recovery, our State-Only recovery mechanism can provide us
with a guaranteed reliability. Since persistent storage is utilized for later recovery, we do
not need to worry about unrecoverability of the system states within one execution step.
This also brings us another problem, that is, the high overhead (when compared to our
Shadow-Based recovery mechanism) it induces during the normal iterative execution
of the whole systems. An asynchronous writer is under investigation to parallel the
information recording process and the computation process.
Our current work focuses more on the engineering aspect of failure recovery in large-
scale graph processing systems with synchronous engines, and we have noticed the im-
portance of digging into more theoretical details on systems with asynchronous engines.
It is obvious that the latter one is more complicated, especially in the sense of determin-
ing a consistent global recovery line. Although there are many papers working on such
issue, they share one similar drawback, that is, they are very expensive and both system
performance and the recovery speed are degraded a lot. It will be a promising direction
if we can go further along the determination of consistent global states in distributed
systems.
Subject to environmental constraints, our experiments were conducted in a simulated
environment. In the future, more emphasis will be put on consolidating the implementa-
tion details to avoid any possible vulnerabilities in real systems.
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